
 

Applin, Flapple, Appletun 

Applin (#840) 

Sex Ratio: 50/50 

Abilities: 

Ripen, Gluttony, Bullet Proof 

Applin are one of the tiniest dragon-

type Pokémon in the world, who 

make their homes inside the core of 

an apple! To be clear, the wyrm inside 

(get it, wyrm/worm?) is the actual 

dragon, not the apple.  

Applins weigh in at an average of 1.1 pounds (0.5 kg) and a 

height of 8 inches (0.2 M), so… they’re the size of an apple! 

Makes sense.  

Shiny Change: The official shiny coloration of Applin and its evolutions has a green apple instead of a red one, while the 

Pokémon itself remains exactly the same color. This is being changed to the following: an Applin can have any color apple, 

but the actual wrym of a shiny Applin and family are white instead of green. 

Habitat: Applins are originally endemic to Kazakhstan, where apple trees originate from, but spread 

throughout the temperate climate world by humans as they spread apple trees across the globe. Because of 

this, Applins have managed to naturalize to many places, basically anywhere that grows apples.  

Life Cycles: Applins are laid in clutches of 45-65 at the beginning of each summer, and then hatch in time for 

the first apples to ripen and fall from trees. When the Applins hatch they will immediately seek out an apple to 

burrow into and exist in. The bodily fluids that it secretes keep the apple from rotting, but should they need a 

new one, they will simply burrow into a fresh apple.  

The individual qualities of their host apple determine whether it evolves into a Flapple or an Appletun. In 

theory, the apple acts as a home, a source of nutrients, and camouflage for the Applin inside, but most 

Pokémon have grown wise to their camouflage, or don’t give a damn. In fact, around 1/3 of any given clutch 

will survive the first 10 days of life, since tons of predators will snack on Applins, especially birds and 

frugivores like Noibat and Noivern.  

Typically, Applins will evolve once they have eaten enough food, which occurs before winter. In a clutch of 50, 

maybe 7 will make it to Evolution. Barring Everstones, Applins usually take around 2-3 months to Evolve.  

Note: Applins are unable to reproduce in this universe. They are being treated as a larval stage because of the life stage’s 

extreme emphasis on consumption. If you want to breed your Applin, you must Evolve it.   

Behavior: Applins are shy and skittish by nature, but voracious eaters. They are relatively harmless though, 

and in captivity they warm up to humans quickly—especially anyone who feeds them apples! As herd 

creatures, Applins get along well with other Pokémon in captivity.  

Egg Groups: Grass, Dragon 

Grass 

Malusvermis wyrm (Applin) 

Malusvermis drakomilo (Flapple) 

Malusvermis dulcos (Appletun) 

 

Dragon 



Diet: In addition to the apple that they exist inside, Applins eat 

even more apples for nutrition. That’s it. They eat apples and just 

apples. If they do not have apples to eat, they will starve to death. 

There is no two-ways around this and no Pokémon food 

available that will fix this, they are obligate applevores. Feed 

your Applin some apples, please. An average Applin will eat 

around an apple a day in the first month, then two apples a day 

until Evolution.   

Conservation: Least Concern 

Relationship with Humans: Applins are one of the most popular 

starter Pokémon in the world, alongside Eevee, due to their easy 

care, adorableness, their excellent temperaments, their safety, 

their variable Evolutions, the ease of breeding them, and the fact 

that they’re tiny little dragons. Amongst Applin trainers, it’s a 

common custom to name their Applin after a breed of apple—of 

which there are literally thousands, so there’s plenty to choose 

from.  

The Applin family is one of two all-dragon lines that can be 

successfully bred in captivity, the other being Noibat. While 

other programs exist for dragon breeding, they have been met 

with little success so far. Applins and Noibats are the only dragon-types that make regular appearances in the 

starter pool.  

As for their relationship with farmers, Applins garner mixed feelings. Some farmers, especially in endemic 

places like Kazakhstan, see them as cute critters that eventually grow up to 

defend the very apple orchards that they once predated upon, and the 

farmers have noticed the peculiar effect that apple orchards with a healthy 

Applin, Appletun, and Flapple herd tend to do better and produce 

healthier and more delicious apples. In contrast, in other parts of the 

world, particularly the United States, many farmers see Applins as 

nuisances and an unavoidable vermin on their crop. These orchards tend 

to fair worse against other pestilences.  

In some parts of Europe, it is seen as a romantic gesture to gift someone an 

Applin.  

Classification: Malusvermis wyrm means “Apple worm/wyrm.”  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Flapple (#841) 
Sex Ratio: 50/50 

Abilities: 

Ripen, Gluttony, Hustle 

Flapple are one of the evolved forms of Applin. It Evolves from Applin when its 

around 2-3 months old and has eaten enough food to satiate itself. The evolution into 

Flapple is determined by its pre-evolution’s host apple: if it lived inside of a tart/sour 

apple, it becomes a Flapple. They can hide inside their armor and look like an apple.  

Flapples weigh in at a whopping 2.2 pounds (1 kg) and 1 feet tall. It has a Gigantamax 

form that it shares with Appletun, reaching over 78 feet tall (24 M).  

Habitat: It has an identical habitat to Applin. They live in apple orchards, often seen 

hanging in the branches.  

Life Cycles: Flapples reach reproductive maturity upon evolving, but they do not participate in courtship until 

the winter has passed. When the first flowers bloom is when Flapples seek out mates, and they lay their eggs 

in late Spring or early Summer. The males perform elaborate courtship dances to impress prospective mates.   

Flapples are food for many predators, including Snorlaxes, Pinsirs, Ariadoses, and Talonflames. Once Flapples 

have survived their first winter (and many die during this period), they will almost certainly make it through 

many more winters to come now that they have all year to stock up on energy reserves. In captivity they have 

a lifespan of two decades.  

Behavior: In the herd, Flapples tend to take on the role of 

protector because of their flight abilities. They spit acid from the 

cheeks, and their protective apple layer is used as armor against 

threats. When their apple armor is damaged, they excrete a fluid 

that repairs it, but this discolors the armor and turns the spots 

into a clay color. Flapple who have seen many battles have clay-

colored armor.  

Diet: Apples. They will also eat pears, peaches, other fruit, and 

bugs. Now that they are no longer an Applin, Flapples may 

consume other things, such as Pokémon food available from the 

local grocery store, but truly the absolute best diet you can give 

them is just to keep feeding them apples and maybe some other 

similar types of fruit.  

In the wild, Flapples survive the winter by hibernating off and on 

and subsisting off of energy reserves they acquired as a ravenous 

Applin. During periods of awakeness, Flapples may consume 

whatever vegetation it can get its paws on, and have poor diets of 

leaves, cones (this includes junipers), and conifer 

needles/leaves—sometimes they even steal from bird feeders. 



Please understand that these diets are sub-optimal and are winter-only, and come Spring Flapples are 

incredibly weak and will eat whatever vegetation or bugs are available to them.  

Conservation: Least Concern 

Relationship with Humans: Flapples are notoriously excellent orchard guardians who will vigorously defend 

their apple orchard and their herd from predators. They are also seen on the teams of a lot of trainers 

worldwide, which makes sense given that they’re starter Pokémon for many folks.  

A popular toyline of medieval knights features toy soldiers in Flapple-inspired armor, and many children’s 

books about knights tend to include a Flapple in the mix of knightly Pokémon.  

Classification: Malusvermis drakomilo means “Apple Worm Dragon Apple.”  

Evolution: Flapples evolve from Applin when they are exposed to a Tart Apple. Read Applin’s Life Cycle for 

more information.  

 

 

  



Appletun (#842) 
Sex Ratio: 50/50 

Abilities: 

Ripen, Gluttony, Thick Fat 

Appletuns are the other evolved form of Applin. They evolve from Applins when 

they’re around 2-3 months old, and only when the host apple is a sweet apple. They 

reach the incredible size of 1’4 feet tall (0.4 M) and 28.7 pounds (13 kg). 

It has a Gigantamax form that it shares with Flapple, reaching over 78 feet tall (24 M). 

Habitat: Appletuns live in apple orchards or near wild apple trees. They are 

originally endemic to Kazakhstan. 

Life Cycles: Appletun become reproductively mature upon evolution, but do not partake in courtship until the 

spring. When Spring does come, their courtship ritual is to find flowers and gift them to their prospective 

mate. 

Appletun are predated upon by many things, including Growlithes, Herdiers, Noiverns, Rockruffs, 

Talonflames, Sevipers, and much more. The nectar they secrete attracts insects, which the Appletun will 

sometimes eat, and in a pinch they can release a sticky more acidic nectar against unsuspecting foes. The same 

attraction to bugs also encourages the successful pollination of the apple trees and the survival of the trees’ 

pollinators.  

Once they survive their first winter, Appletuns are generally able to survive many more winters to come. In 

captivity they have a lifespan of two decades.  

Behavior: Appletuns are generally docile creatures that watch 

over the Applins in their orchard with deep parental instincts, 

though this only does so much good for keeping predators away 

since there are so many Applins and quite a lot of predators. They 

also tend to keep an eye on a tree’s health by investigating the 

apples that fall to the ground and eating the ones that seem even 

the slightest bit sickly. This both functions to ensure the Applins 

get healthier and more delicious apples, it feeds the Appletun, and 

it minimizes the spread of disease.  

Diet: They eat mostly apples, but will eat other fruits and bugs. 

During winter they hibernate, but during periods of awakeness 

they will subsist on any vegetation or bugs they can find, such as 

cones, leaves, grubs, and conifer needles. Trainers can feed their 

Appletun Pokémon Food from the market, but really if you can, 

please feed them apples.  

Conservation: Least Concern 

Relationship with Humans: Humans have been fans of Appletuns 

for as long as humans have been around them. Appletuns are 

great, they make excellent food sources to hunters, they are 

amicable companions, they’re cute, they’re relatively harmless to 



humans, they only need apples and bugs to live, they eat flies and maggots, the skin on their back is delicious 

and grows back and its consumption doesn’t seem to bother the Appletun, and they’re great with children. 

Kazakh farmers like them because they’re known for tending to the apple trees and ensuring healthy, more 

bountiful harvests each year, and they’re sister-species, Flapples, are excellent defenders against actual vermin. 

Because of this, Appletuns are heavily associated with the rise of agricultural societies. They can be found in 

bakeries the world over as loving companions, kindergartens helping to manage the rowdy kids, and in many 

households.  

An Appletun is the mascot to a popular bakery brand, Appletun Cakes & Pies, who sell pre-made pies and cake 

mix boxes that can be found at most supermarket chains.  

On Tuesdays with Turtwig, the titular Turtwig has an Appletun friend who runs the local bakery, whom 

Turtwig visits every episode so that kids can get lessons in baking science.  

Classification: Malusvermis dulcos, which means “Apple Worm Candy-Dragon.” The species epithet “dulcos” 

is a combination of “dulcis” (candy) and “dracos” (dragon).  

Other: A group of Applins, Flapples, and/or Appletuns can be called a herd, an orchard, a basket, a bundle, or 
a bunch!   

Evolution: Appletuns evolve from Applin when exposed to a Sweet Apple. Read Applin’s Life Cycle for more 
information.  

 


